CHECKING BRIDLES AND SPEED SYSTEM FOR STRETCH, SHRINKAGE OR WEAR

THIS IS A HIGH END PERFORMANCE PRODUCT. THE BRIDLE LINES AND SPEED SYSTEM MUST BE CHECKED AFTER EVERY 60 HOURS FLYING TIME, IF THEY ARE WORN OR ARE NOT TO FACTORY SPECIFICATIONS (+ OR - 15MM) THEY MUST BE REPLACED OR THE KITE WILL NOT PERFORM AS DESIGNED. USE THE MEASUREMENTS ON THE NEXT PAGE TO CHECK YOUR BRIDLE LENGTHS.

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Open your kite in a large space, big enough to spread your kite out.
• Use a tape measure to measure the bridles as in the picture.
• Print out the sheet and write down any differences.

If you require new Bridle lines please get in touch with the shop/dealer you purchased the kite from and they can order individual lines or a full set.

Included in the kite repair pack are two lengths of bridle line. These can be used to make a short term replacement bridle line.

SPEED SYSTEM ZERO POSITION
Check your Speed System lines by levelling the front and back line pigtails, then tension the three top ends of the Speed System where the bridle lines are attached, they should be at the same level + or - 15mm, as in the picture.

If the difference between the three ends is bigger than 15mm you should replace the Speed System.